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Gossip and Truth
Gossip is one of the ways that people slip into habits that don’t lead to truthful lives. 

Gossip can hurt people in many ways. Truth is the way to defeat gossip.

Design a comic strip that shows the terrible Gossip Monster and the harm it does.  

Draw a character that represents Truth fighting the monster.

What would you like to say to the Gossip Monster? 

How can you help Truth �ght the Gossip Monster? 

 

Chapter 15 Activity Master 

The Gossip Monster attacks!

Truth to the rescue!

Who is hurt by the Gossip Monster?

The Gossip Monster is defeated!
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Complete each sentence with the correct word. Not all terms will be used.

 1. A   stays faithful to Christ and suffers and dies  

rather than deny the truth.

 2.   is making up for a hurt or repairing a wrong.

 3.   is being practical and making good decisions  

with the help of the Holy Spirit.

 4.   is purposely not telling the truth.

 5.   is saying bad things about another person  

when he or she is not present.

Circle the letter of the choice that best completes the sentence.

 6. Three sins against the Eighth Commandment are   .

 a. false witness, perjury, gossip

 b. perjury, false witness, love

 c. modesty, adultery, false witness

 d. jealousy, perjury, modesty

 7. Jesus calls you to live in the   .

 a. lie b. magisterium c. truth d. moment

 8. Thomas More was a   and a Saint.

 a. patron b. bishop c. martyr d. priest

 9. Lying to someone is   . 

 a. not a loving b. not always wrong c. a Beatitude d. natural 

action

Write a brief response to the statement.

 10. Explain why it can be difficult to tell the truth. Give an example of  

something good that happened because you told the truth. 

   

   

   

Chapter 15 Test

Word Bank

reparation

mentor

prudence

gossip

preparation

martyr

lying

judgment
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